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Abstract 

Information extraction deals with extracting entities (such as people,organizations or locations) and named relations between entities 

(such as "People born-in Country") from text documents. An important challenge in information extraction is the labeling of training 

data which is usually done manually and is therefore very laborious and in certain cases impractical. This paper introduces a new 

“model” to extract semantic relations fully automatically from text using the Encarta encyclopedia and lexical-semantic relations dis-

covered by MindNet. MindNet is a lexical knowledge base that can be constructed fully automatically from a given text corpus with-

out any human intervention. Encarta articles are categorized and linked to related articles by experts. We demonstrate how the struc-

tured data available in Encarta and the lexical semantic relations between words in MindNet can be used to enrich MindNet with se-

mantic relations between entities.  With a slight trade off of accuracy a semantically enriched MindNet  can be used to extract relations 

from a text corpus without any human intervention. 

 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we present a new model to extract semantic 

relations fully automatically from text. For achieving this 

goal we rely on MindNet (Richardson, 1997) which pro-

vides a methodology for discovering lexical-semantic rela-

tions between words. An attractive feature of MindNet is 

that it can be built fully automatically from text without 

any human intervention. However, currently MindNet is 

restricted to finding lexical-semantic relations between 

words only. Enriching MindNet with semantic relations 

between entities would make it possible to extract semantic 

relations fully automatically from a text corpus. We em-

ploy a machine learning approach for enriching MindNet 

with semantic relations. Machine Learning approaches 

require labeled training data as input. Generating training 

data manually for all possible entities and relations is not 

feasible, therefore, we demonstrate how the structured data 

and content available in an online Encyclopedia, i.e. Encar-

ta (http://encarta.msn.com), can be exploited for generating 

training data automatically. We first developed our ap-

proach for simpler tasks like Entity Classification and 

Clustering using MindNet  and then designed our approach 

for Relation Extraction task. Entity Clustering and Classi-

fication are also often used as sub-tasks for Relation Ex-

traction in order to constrain the relation arguments. This is 

the first time where the MindNet resource has been em-

ployed and evaluated for Information Extraction tasks. 

 

In the next section we give a brief introduction to MindNet 

and then discuss our approach for entity classification, 

entity clustering and relation extraction tasks followed by 

evaluation and conclusions.   

2. MindNet 

MindNet is a knowledge representation methodology that 

uses a broad-coverage parser to build semantic networks 

from dictionaries, encyclopedias, and free text. MindNets 

are produced by a fully automatic process that takes the 

input text, sentence-breaks it, parses each sentence to build 

a semantic dependency graph (Logical Form), aggregates 

these individual graphs into a single large graph, and then 

assigns probabilistic weights to sub-graphs based on their 

frequency in the corpus as a whole. The process also en-

compasses a number of mechanisms for searching, sorting, 

and measuring the similarity of paths in a MindNet (Rich-

ardson, 1997). MindNet has different lexical semantic rela-

tions built between words and can be queried using a sin-

gle word (to find out how different words are related to it) 

or a pair of words (to find out the different lexical-semantic 

paths between the input words). MindNet that has been 

built from dictionaries can be queried through a web inter-

face (Vanderwende et al., 2005). Through MindNet, words 

are connected to other words within a sentence, across sen-

tences and even across documents. For example, if the 

word “car” occurs in a particular sentence then it will be 

connected to words in the same sentence and also to words 

in other sentences present anywhere in the corpus wherever 

the word “car” is present. In this way one is able to retrieve 

how a particular word is related to other words in sen-

tences across documents in a corpus. Unlike WordNet, 

MindNet is a methodology; MindNet can be created fully 

automatically from text. 

3. Approach 

There are two main approaches to Information Extraction 

systems: a knowledge engineering approach, which re-



quires grammars to be hand crafted to express the rules for 

the system, a quite laborious process; an automatic training 

approach which requires the hand annotation of training 

data by a domain expert, and where sufficient volume of 

training data is required in order to get reasonable accura-

cy. Our approach focuses on generating training data au-

tomatically by exploiting the rich structure and content of 

an online encyclopedia Encarta. We also discuss in detail 

how we employ MindNet for feature extraction as well as 

for enriching MindNet itself with semantic relations be-

tween entities thus enabling fully automatic relation extrac-

tion from a text corpus. 

3.1 Automatic Generation of Training Data 

We exploited the rich structure and content of Encarta in 

order to generate training data automatically. Below we 

discuss our approach for generating training data for Entity 

Clustering and Classification task and for Relation Extrac-

tion using Encarta. 

3.1.1 Training Data for Entity Classification and 

Clustering 

For Entity Classification and Clustering tasks we used the 

associated categories with Encarta articles on entities in 

order to automatically label them with an Entity Class. For 

testing our approach we randomly selected 85 country and 

85 city articles from Encarta under the category “Coun-

tries” and “World Cities, Towns & Villages” respectively. 

We automatically labeled the training data as “City” and 

“Country” and generated two feature sets, one feature set 

consisted of lemma from full text of articles and the second 

feature set consisted of first 10 nouns in articles on entities. 

3.1.2 Training Data for Relation Extraction 

For Relation Extraction task, we exploited the “Related 

Items” section in Encarta. Encarta articles are linked ma-

nually to related articles by experts through the “Related 

Items” section. The links are grouped under a hierarchy of 

labels up to three levels. We have exploited this rich se-

mantic structure present in Encarta for automatically gene-

rating semantic classifiers for relation extraction (Figure 

1). For example, there is a link from the article on “Pakis-

tan” to the article on “Iran”, and the link is grouped with 

other similar links under the label of “Neighboring Re-

gions and Countries” in the “Related Items” section in Pa-

kistan.  This information can be used to identify that a rela-

tionship exists between the entities “Pakistan” and “Iran”. 

To find which kind of relationship exists between these 

two entities, we can use the existing label (“Neighboring 

Regions and Countries”) under which this link is grouped 

in the hierarchy in “Related Items” section. Further in this 

paper, we demonstrate how the training data can be gener-

ated automatically from Encarta by considering an exam-

ple relation between countries i.e. “border/neighbor” rela-

tion between them. The approach that we used to label the 

training data automatically using Encarta is described in 

detail below. 

 

For classifying the border relation between entities we 

generated the training data automatically. For that we gen-

erated the positive examples using the information present 

in Encarta “Related Items”. We generated the negative 

examples from the positive examples (Figure 2). The ap-

proach we adopted is described in detail below. 

 

For generating the positive pairs we selected specific labels 

in “Related Items” and further selected links grouped under 

those labels. The details are as follows: 

 

Related Item Label Selection: Since the “Related Items” 

are listed manually by experts and do not follow a rigid 

assignment scheme, we can find a variety of labels for the 

same kind of related items, for example, for the border 

relation we selected the following two labels in “Related 

Items” (1) “neighboring countries” (2) “neighboring re-

gions and countries”.  

 

Related Item Link Selection: The “Related Items” might 

have links to different kinds of Entities grouped under the 

same label. For example, the “Foreign Relations” related 

item has links to Afghanistan (Location) and Bandung 

Conference (Event).  

 

Such links could be handled by Entity Classification to 

select the appropriate links for the relation under consid-

eration. For example, if we define the “Foreign Relation” 

relation to be a relation between two locations/countries 

Figure 1: Relation Extraction using “Related Items” in 

Encarta 

 

Figure 2: Automatic Generation of Positive and Negative 

examples for Relation Extraction using Encarta “Related 

Items” 



then we can use Entity Classification to select such links 

from “Related Items”. This step was also needed for the 

“border” relation between countries to ignore links to re-

gions that are not countries and are defined under the 

“neighboring regions and countries” label.  Another chal-

lenge in using the “Related Items” is that there are links 

that point to different sections of an article, this can add 

more complications. For example, the article on “Pakistan” 

has a link labeled as “Universities”, one would expect to 

find a link to an article on some University however, it is 

linked to a section of the article on the city “Islamabad” 

which mentions the university in that city. Such links are 

difficult to interpret automatically. To avoid such difficult 

links we only select links that are to full articles rather than 

sections of articles. 

 

After label selection and link selection we had 138 neigh-

boring countries pairs from Encarta. We further performed 

some filtering steps to filter out symmetric pairs; names 

which were not countries such as United_States_(People); 

names that were not available as a single word in Encarta 

MindNet such as Bosnia_and_Herzogovina. We also re-

duced the multiword names of countries to single word 

names for example, we removed the phrase “Federal Re-

public of” that occurred in several country names. After the 

filtering steps we were left with 113 entity pairs that served 

as positive examples for classification. 

 

We generated equal number of negative pairs i.e., 113 ran-

domly using the Positive Pairs, to create each negative pair 

we randomly picked the first member of a positive pair, 

randomly picked second member of a positive pair and 

paired them together. We skipped all those pairs which 

existed in positive examples and which were symmetric to 

existing pairs and also manually verified that the pairs 

created were negative examples. Since the positive pairs 

list is not exhaustive we had to add this manual step. How-

ever, this step can be avoided completely by using classifi-

cation algorithms that can work with positive examples 

only (Gang et al., 2007). However, since such algorithms 

generally find negative examples heuristically, the tradeoff 

will be slight reduction in accuracy, therefore the decision 

of selecting the appropriate classifier will depend on the 

level of accuracy required for the particular application and 

also the feasibility of applying the manual verification step. 

3.2 Feature Set Construction using MindNet 

For Entity Classification and Clustering tasks we queried 

MindNet built from Encarta using the Entity Names. We 

extracted all the directly connected words to the queried 

entity name in the top 100 paths returned by MindNet 

(Figure 3). We used term frequencies as weights for fea-

tures in all Feature Sets i.e., features generated directly 

from Encarta and features generated using MindNet. 

  

To generate features for Relation Extraction task, we que-

ried MindNet using the pair of entity names and retrieved 

the paths connecting the pair of words. We generated three 

kinds of feature sets from the MindNet paths (Figure 4).  

 

MindNet Relation Patterns: This feature set was con-

structed by extracting the relation patterns between the pair 

of words and ignoring the intersecting words.  

Intersecting Words: This feature set was constructed us-

ing the intersecting words in the MindNet paths. 

Intersecting Words Patterns: In this case, we extracted 

the intersecting word patterns from the MindNet Paths. 

3.3 Enriching MindNet with Semantic Relations 

We have already discussed how Encarta could be exploited 

to label training data automatically and how feature sets 

based on lexical-semantic relations could be constructed 

from MindNet. Among the different feature sets extracted 

using MindNet the feature set with “Relation Patterns On-

ly” is very interesting as it can be used to enrich MindNet 

itself with semantic relations. We can use the lexical se-

mantic relations present between words in MindNet to de-

Figure 3. Feature Extraction for Entity Classification and 

Clustering using MindNet 

 

Figure 4. Method for Extracting “Relation Patterns Only”, 

“Intersecting Words Only” and “Intersecting Words Pat-

terns Only” Feature sets from MindNet for Relation Ex-

traction. 



rive higher level semantic relations between Entities (Fig-

ure 5).  For example “Pakistan” and “China” exist as words 

in MindNet built from Encarta, we can enrich MindNet 

relations by deriving the “border” relation between these 

two entities using automatically labeled data from Encarta 

and the relation patterns feature set from MindNet. As dis-

cussed earlier, MindNet can be built fully automatically 

from text; therefore enriching MindNet with semantic rela-

tions between entities will enable one to automatically 

generate the entity relations in addition to lexical relations 

between words. We can also associate the classification 

accuracy for a particular relation as weight on the edge 

corresponding to that relation in MindNet, thus building 

the graph of entity relations fully automatically.  

 

4. Experiments and Results 

In this section we discuss the experiments we de-signed for 

evaluating MindNet generated feature sets for simpler 

tasks like Entity Clustering and Classification and report 

their results. We then discuss in detail our approach for 

relation extraction and conduct its evaluation with the Bor-

der/Neighbor relation as an example.   

4.1 Named Entity Classification 

We created labeled training data for City and Country class 

as described in the previous section. We used SVM im-

plementation in Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005) and 10 

fold cross validation (Kohavi, 1995) to evaluate the accu-

racy of our automatically generated classifiers and feature 

sets. The results are shown in Table 2. The first 10 noun 

lemmas gave the highest accuracy for classification i.e. 

more than 96%. The accuracy obtained by MindNet and 

full text features was very close i.e. 92.3% and 91.1% re-

spectively.  

 

 Full Text 

Lemma 

Features 

MindNet 

Features 

First 10 

Noun lemma 

features 

Feature 

Set Size 

41,457 4,446 760 

Accuracy 

(%age) 

91.1 92.3 96.4 

 

Table 2. Comparison of different feature sets for Named 

Entity Classification 

 

Since there was a great difference between the feature set 

sizes of the three feature sets we repeated the experiments 

by selecting the top 100 features through feature selection 

using Information Gain (Witten and Frank, 2005) (Table 

3). It was again observed that the first 10 noun lemmas 

performed best with the accuracy of 97%. However, this 

time the difference was smaller and it was followed by full 

text features and then MindNet features. 

 

 Full Text 

Lemma 

Features 

MindNet 

Features 

First 10 

Noun lemma 

features 

Feature 

Set Size 

100 100 100 

Accuracy 

(%age) 

96.4 94.1 97.0 

 

Table 3. Comparison of different feature sets for Named 

Entity Classification after Feature Selection 

4.1.1 Evaluation on Wikipedia Articles 

We used our automatically constructed classifier built us-

ing first 10 noun lemma features from Encarta on articles 

taken from Wikipedia. We randomly selected 100 city ar-

ticles and 100 country articles from Wikipedia. We com-

pared the accuracy obtained for Wikipedia Articles with 

Encarta Articles themselves (Table 4).  

 

Test Sets Accuracy 

Encarta Articles 94.5% 

Wikipedia Articles 88.5% 

 

Table 4. Classification of Wikipedia and Encarta Articles 

using Classifiers constructed and trained on Encarta 

 

The accuracy for Encarta articles is higher since our clas-

sifier was trained on Encarta. However, the accuracy for 

Wikipedia articles is also reasonably high i.e. 88.5% which 

indicates that classifiers constructed automatically from 

Encarta can be used on another similar resource such as 

Wikipedia with reasonably high accuracy.   

4.2 Named Entity Clustering 

For Named Entity Clustering we used the same training 

data as for Named Entity Classification however, this time 

we were interested in evaluating our feature set with re-

spect to Entity Clustering task. Our goal was to evaluate 

and compare MindNet generated feature set with text based 

features to see which feature set gives more accurate clus-

ter assignments. We used the K-Means algorithm with va-

rying number of k (number of clusters) and evaluated the 

quality of our clusters using F-Measure for clustering 

(Toral and Munoz, 2006). The results are shown in Figure 

6. It was observed that the cluster quality for full text lem-

ma features was the least and deteriorated with increasing 

number of k, whereas for MindNet features the cluster 

quality was almost similar to text features for k < 7. How-

ever, for k >=8 the cluster quality significantly improved to 

 

Figure 5: Deriving Semantic Relations between Entities 

from Lexical-Semantic Relations between words in Mind-

Net 



F-Measure > 0.8. After close examination of the data it 

was observed that there were 6 outliers in the data and each 

of the 6 outliers was assigned a separate cluster. Among 

the remaining two clusters, one had majority of city and 

the other had majority of country class instances. The fea-

ture set with first 10 noun lemma gave the best cluster 

quality with F-measure equal to 1 at k=2 (100% accuracy). 

We also performed clustering after feature selection but 

again the first ten noun lemma gave the best results. 

4.3 Relation Extraction 

For Relation Extraction task we compared the performance 

of the three feature sets extracted from MindNet for classi-

fying the border relation between countries. The results are 

shown in table 5. The classification was done using the 

SVM implementation in Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005) 

and the accuracy was computed using 10 fold cross valida-

tion (Kohavi, 1995). The features were extracted using the 

top 100 paths returned on querying MindNet for the pair of 

entities. Increasing the number of paths to 500 reduced the 

accuracy. 

 

 Relation 

Patterns 

Only 

Intersecting 

Word Pat-

terns Only 

Intersecting 

Words  

Only 

Accuracy 

(%age) 

80.53% 75.22% 78.76% 

 

Table 5. Comparison of the Accuracy obtained using dif-

ferent feature sets extracted from MindNet 

 

Among the three feature sets, the feature set with the rela-

tion patterns gave the highest accuracy followed by inter-

secting word patterns and then intersecting words features. 

We were most interested in the performance of the relation 

patterns feature set this feature set would enable enriching 

MindNet with semantic relations. We were interested in 

evaluating how the relation patterns would perform in 

comparison to baseline text features. If their performance 

is reasonably close to baseline text features and not too low 

then they can be used to directly enrich MindNet with se-

mantic relations. With this in mind we carried our experi-

ments further and compared the accuracy obtained by sim-

ple text features and MindNet Relation Pattern features.  

4.3.1 Comparison of MindNet features and Text Fea-

tures 

The simple text features were constructed using the Bag of 

Words approach (BOW). In MindNet, we selected the top 

5 paths. Using > 5 paths reduced the accuracy. We com-

pared both feature sets by classifying the border relation 

using SVM with 10 fold cross validation (Table 6). 

 

 Text Features MindNet  

(Relations) 

Accuracy 

(%age) 

92% 82% 

 

Table 6. Comparison of Text features and MindNet Fea-

tures 

 

The accuracy obtained by MindNet features was lower 

than the text features but still reasonably acceptable i.e. 

82% given the fact that this feature set could be used to 

add semantic relations to MindNet and enable fully auto-

matic relation extraction. Therefore by trading off a little 

accuracy, this feature set offers fully automated relation 

extraction which could be an attractive choice to make in 

certain cases.  

5. Discussion 

We have developed an approach for extracting semantic 

relations fully automatically from text and demonstrated 

and evaluated our approach with the Border/Neighbor rela-

tion as an example. We investigated the performance of 

MindNet generated features for simpler tasks like Entity 

Clustering and Classification to guide us in crafting our 

approach for Relation Extraction. In this section we discuss 

the results of our experiments and propose possible ways 

to further improve accuracy. 

 

For the Entity Classification and Clustering tasks, the first 

10 noun lemma gave the best results. A key reason for this 

is due to the fact that Encarta is an encyclopedia and the 

first one or two sentences of articles on entities essentially 

define the entity. Therefore, using just the features in the 

first few sentences helps in distinguishing that entity from 

other types of entities and also avoids the noise that is in-

troduced by considering full text feature sets. For example 

the articles on countries have some typical words in the 

first few sentences such as “country”, “monarchy”, “repub-

lic” whereas, the articles on cities have words like “city” or 

“town” in the first few sentences. Similar observations 

have been reported on Wikipedia articles that the first sen-

tence often defines the Entity and the words in first sen-

tence provide very informative features related to the Enti-

ty (Sumida et al.,2008; Nguyen et al., 2007; Wang et al., 

2007). However, in the case where we are dealing with 

non-encyclopedic articles, the top ten noun lemma might 

not give reasonable performance and exploiting full text 

features might be the only option, in such a case, MindNet 

 

Figure 6: Comparing cluster quality for different feature 

sets extracted from Text and MindNet 



generated features might be a good option to use instead of 

full text lemma features for Clustering. We evaluated the 

automatically generated classifier on Wikipedia articles 

and observed that it was able to classify with 88.5% accu-

racy. One might question the need of classifying Wikipedia 

articles using Encarta Categories because Wikipedia ar-

ticles already have categories associated with them. How-

ever, there are certain complexities and challenges asso-

ciated with using the Wikipedia Categories directly as the 

articles within Wikipedia are associated with multiple cat-

egories and the categories are not in a strict hierarchy i.e. a 

single category can have multiple super categories. Se-

condly, the category hierarchy does not strictly hold the 

subsumption relationship. For example, one would expect 

to find geographical regions under the category “Geogra-

phy”, whereas, we find the category “Dances of Middle 

East” in the hierarchy below Geography  through the fol-

lowing path: Geography-> Geography by place -> Re-

gions-> Regions of Asia->Middle East -> Dances of Mid-

dle East. Wikipedia Categories have been generally used in 

research after filtering the irrelevant categories and then 

ranking the relevant ones through different algorithms 

(Kliegr, 2008; Syed et al., 2008). In spite of these chal-

lenges a very attractive feature of Wikipedia in this regard 

is its size and coverage which is increasing on regular ba-

sis. It has numerous articles on Named Entities, whereas 

Encarta is limited in its scope. Therefore, to classify 

Named Entities that are not present in Encarta we can look 

up Wikipedia articles on those entities and then classify 

those articles into Encarta Categories through our automat-

ically generated classifiers. This would avoid the chal-

lenges related to filtering and ranking Wikipedia categories 

themselves.  

 

For the Relation Extraction task, we demonstrated how the 

rich structure of Encarta could be used to automatically 

label training data for relations already present in Encarta, 

as shown with the “border” relation. We also compared 

different kinds of features extracted from MindNet built 

from Encarta; the feature sets included MindNet Relation 

Pattern, MindNet Intersecting Word Patterns and MindNet 

Intersecting words only. The three feature sets gave almost 

similar performance. However, we were most interested in 

the MindNet Relation Pattern feature set, as it could be 

used to advance the MindNet methodology to fully auto-

matically identify semantic relations between entities. To 

further evaluate the performance we compared it with text 

features for Relation Extraction. Even though text features 

gave better accuracy, the accuracy given by MindNet fea-

tures was also reasonable, with over 80% accuracy. This 

reduced accuracy trade-off might be a very practical option 

for tasks involving fully automated procedures. More work 

can be done to improve the accuracy of MindNet relations 

such as focusing on specific lexical relations in MindNet, 

handling word sense disambiguation and using a MindNet 

constructed from a domain specific corpus.  

6. Related Work 

With respect to Entity Classification, Wikipedia has been 

used for real time hypernym discovery in the work pro-

posed by Kliegr (2008). He employed an unsupervised 

algorithm which expressed Entities and Classes as 

WorldNet synsets and Wikipedia was employed for real 

time hypernym discovery to map uncommon entities to 

WordNet. Toral and Munoz (2006) proposed to automati-

cally build and maintain gazetteers for Named Entities by 

analyzing the entries of Wikipedia with the aid of a noun 

hierarchy from WordNet. For every noun in the first sen-

tence of the Wikipedia article on a NE they follow the 

hypernymy branch of that synset until the root is reached 

or the considered synset is reached i.e. Person, Location or 

Organization. In the later case they consider the entity as 

belonging to that synset or class. They also apply a weigh-

ing algorithm and certain heuristics to improve their re-

sults. Watanabe et al. (2007) categorized Named Entities in 

Wikipedia by structuring anchor texts and dependencies 

between them induced by the HTML structure (for exam-

ple, a list or table and anchor text of inter-article links) into 

a graph and trained Graph Based Conditional Random 

Fields for obtaining models for classifying Named Entities 

in Wikipedia. Beneti et al. (2006) used Wikipedia Catego-

ries for fine grained Named Entity Classifications. They 

applied several heuristics to filter out unimportant catego-

ries from Wikipedia such as “Cleanup from December 

2005”, “1946_births”. After filtering they devised a rank-

ing system to give a higher rank to the more relevant cate-

gories.  

 

With respect to Relation Extraction, Wikipedia structure 

and content has been exploited in various ways for facili-

tating this task. Wang et. al. (2007) used Wikipedia to gen-

erate selectional constraint features for entities in the rela-

tions by incorporating the Definition words, Wikipedia 

Category words, Disambiguation text and relation predi-

cates taking the entity at the subject and object position.  

Wu and Weld (2008) treated entries in the Wikipedia Info-

boxes as attributes and combined that with WordNet to 

generate an Info-box ontology using machine learning for 

inferring WordNet mappings and ISA taxonomy. Bloeh-

dorn and Blohm (2006) used Self Organizing Maps for 

Structured data by incorporating additional hyperlink in-

formation from Wikipedia. They applied it for clustering 

and then for extracting relations between created clusters. 

Nguyen et al. (2007) presented an approach for relation 

extraction from Wikipedia by extracting features from sub-

trees mined from the syntactic structure of text.  

 

Our approach is different as compared to the above men-

tioned approaches, firstly because we rely on Encarta as 

our knowledge source which is structurally different from 

Wikipedia. For example, the category hierarchy in Encarta 

is restricted to two levels and each article is associated 

with a distinct category by an expert, on the other hand, 

Wikipedia category hierarchy is a thesaurus allowing cate-

gories to have multiple parents and a single article can be 

linked to multiple categories at the same time. Moreover, 

the depth of the category hierarchy in Wikipedia is not 

restricted and also contains many administrative categories 



interlinked with informative categories. Approaches based 

on Wikipedia category hierarchy require additional steps 

for filtering and ranking the associated categories to find 

the most relevant ones (Syed et al., 2008), whereas our 

approach can be used directly because of the nature of En-

carta category structure. Wikipedia has much more cover-

age than Encarta. However, we have discussed earlier in 

section 5 how we can handle the case where an Entity is 

missing in Encarta but present in Wikipedia. 

 

For the task of relation extraction, our approach differs 

significantly from other approaches in the way we exploit 

the lexical-semantic relations discovered by MindNet. We 

cannot compare our work to the work on WordNet because 

MindNet and WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) are two differ-

ent resources. For example, WordNet is a static resource 

built manually whereas MindNet is a methodology; Mind-

Net can be created fully automatically from any text corpus 

without any human intervention; unlike WordNet, Mind-

Net does not directly disambiguate between discrete senses 

of words and the distinction and interpretation of different 

senses is left to the application to handle (Dolan et al., 

2000). 

 

Earlier research work related to MindNet focused on de-

termining similarity and inferring relations between words 

(Richardson, 1997), metaphor interpretation (Dolan, 1995), 

handling ambiguity in dictionary texts (Vanderwende et 

al., 1995), automatic analysis and interpretation of Noun 

Sequences in un-restricted text (Vanderwende et al.,1994), 

exploiting lexical information for visual processing (Dolan, 

1994) and clustering related senses of words (Dolan, 

1994).  This is the first time where MindNet has been em-

ployed and evaluated to generate features for entity classi-

fication and relation extraction tasks.  

7. Conclusion 

In this research, we presented a new model to extract se-

mantic relations fully automatically from text. We devel-

oped an approach to enrich MindNet with semantic rela-

tions by generating training data from Encarta automatical-

ly. We evaluated our approach through our experiments 

with a sample relation; the same approach could be used to 

add other semantic relations between entities in MindNet. 

The proposed methodology does not require hand labeling 

of data while delivering accuracy above 80% as seen on 

encyclopedic articles. This is the first study in which the 

MindNet resource has been employed and evaluated for 

information extraction tasks. MindNet holds the promise of 

being a lexical-semantic resource for the community of 

researchers who could use it for information extraction or 

semantic relation discovery. With a slight trade off of accu-

racy a semantically enriched MindNet can be used to ex-

tract relations from a text corpus without any human inter-

vention. 

8. Future Work 

In the future, we plan to exploit the lexical semantic graph 

of words in MindNet. For this research we have used the 

top N paths returned by Querying MindNet for feature ex-

traction which are ranked based on average vertex proba-

bility (Richardson, 1997). Presently, we are only able to 

query using a single word or a pair of words. A multi word 

query might be able to return more relevant paths by que-

rying for context words along with the pair of entities, for 

finding the relation between entities. Graph algorithms 

could be employed for selecting the most relevant paths 

given the multiple words. For example we can use the ini-

tial set of multiple words (entities and context words) and 

run the Network Spreading Activation algorithm to find 

important nodes. The relevant paths could be those which 

pass through the highly activated nodes. More work can be 

done in this direction.  

 

Another promising application of MindNet is Machine 

Translation. MindNet can be used to extract lexical seman-

tic relations from corpora belonging to different languages. 

Since the lexical-semantic relations do not tend to change 

significantly across different languages it would be inter-

esting to compare relation extraction performance using 

the lexical-semantic relations feature set across different 

languages in the future. 
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